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IN THE LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS

FOR WEIGHTED SUMS
OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES C)

BY
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1. Introduction and summary. Let XN for N = 1,2,••• be an independent

sequence of random variables with finite first absolute moments; let aNk for

N,k = 1,2,••• be real numbers; let

AN -1  ZiXk-EXk);
JV   * = i

and let

09

SN= ÎZ aNJliXk — EXk) .
t = i

A great deal of effort has gone into the investigation of the convergence of the

sequence .4». and consequently into the convergence of the sequence P{|^4„| > e}.

This paper deals with the convergence of the sequence Pfl^l >e}.

The intuitive idea behind this work is that at least as much averaging should

occur in the sum {Xy + {-X2 + \~X3 as occurs in the sum {-Xy + \X2 and thus

if one requires 2*|a^|-g 1 and maxk\aNJl\z^llN one should get at least

as rapid convergence of P(|S^| > e) to zero as one gets for P(|^4jy| > fi). One

might hope to obtain sharper bounds on the rate of convergence of Pil^l > e}

to zero if he could in some way quantitatively measure how much averaging

occurs in the sum SN.

In [1] an exponential rate of convergence of P( 15*N | > fi) to zero was obtained

when moment generating functions of the Xfs exist ; this extends the well known

result (see [2]) giving an exponential convergence rate of P(|^4»v| > fi) to zero.

Jamison, Orey, and Pruitt [3] and Pruitt [4] deal with the convergence (in pro-

bability and almost everywhere) of SN to zero without worrying about specific
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rates of convergence. The only other results (of which the authors are aware)

dealing with aN¡ks more general than aN¡k = 1/AT for k = 1, •••, N and zero other-

wise are the results obtained in [5], and results in ergodic theory (see [6] for an

example) which do not give convergence rates.

The results obtained here are in the spirit of Theorems 1 and 2a of [7], parts

of Theorems 1 and 3 of [8], and parts of Theorems 1, 3 and 4 of [9]. In §2 the

main theorems are stated; they are proved in §3. The relations between these

results and previously published results are examined in §4. §5 consists of mis-

cellaneous concluding remarks.

2. Statement of results. Throughout the remainder of this paper C will denote

various positive constants whose exact values do not matter. For example, the

expression 1 + C = C is a valid inequality using this notation.

Let XN,aNtk, and SN be as defined in §1. Suppose C, a, ß, y, and t ate constants

such that

(1) Z\aN,t\ = CNa,
k

(2) maxIa^l^CN-",
k

(3) 2 \afiik\' = CN-''.
k

Notice that if t = 1 then

2 K.fcl'^maxK,*!]'-1  2 \aH,k\ = OT™-1™
k k k

so that we may assume

(4) p = ß(t-l)-<x.

By noting that 2* | aN¡k|A = [maxft | aN>k |]A for X = 1 and X = t we find that we

may also assume

(5) ß= -a and ß = ~.

We will assume both (4) and (5) in that which follows. For notational convenience

we define

(6) F(y) = supP{\Xk-EXk\^y}.
k

We will prove the following five theorems.

Theorem 1. // p > 0, a < ß, t > 1, and y'F(y) g M < oo for all y> 0,

then for every e > 0

(1) P{\SN\>8} = 0(N-p).
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Theorem 2. // p >0, a < ß, t > 1, and y'F(y)->0 as y->oo, then for

every e > 0

(8) P{\SN\>s} = oiN->).

Theorem 3.   // ß(t - 1) - a > 0, ß < 0, a > ß, t > 1, and F satisfies

i»0O

(9) lim Fiy) = 0 and \    y'\ dFiy) | < oo,
y-»ao Jo

then for every e > 0

(10) E N"i'-1)-*-1P{\SN\>s}<œ.
N

Theorem 4. Ifp>0, a<ß,t = l, and there exists a nonnegative and

nonincreasing real valued function G satisfying (9) and such that Gix) ja F(x)

and

v'F(v)
(ii) sup sup *jfJ\' = y < °° '

xgl   ygx      x "W

iAen /or ei;ery e > 0

(12) S Np-1P{|l5JV|>fi}<co.
N

Theorem 5.   Ifp>0,a<ß,t = l, and F satisfies

(13) lim F(y) = 0 and   f    /log +y \ dF(y) | < oo,
y-»oo Jo

then (12) holds for every e>0.

3. Proofs. The method of proof used here was apparently first used by Erdös

[10]. The method was generalized and improved by Katz [7] and modified still

more by Pruitt [4]. Thus the proofs given here are at least third order modifications

of that given in [10]. In spite of the fact that the general method of proof used

here has been used before, the authors consider the results obtained here to be

sufficiently interesting to warrant comprehensible (and therefore necessarily

complete) proofs.

Throughout the proofs we assume that summations are taken only over those

values of k for which aNtk # 0.

We first show that

P{\SN\>3s}

(14) z%   S P{\aNyk(Xk-EXk)\>e}
k
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(15) 4-   2 P{\ aNik(Xk - EXk) | > AT4} P{\ aNJ(Xj - EX,) \>N~S}
}*k

(16)       +p{|Sflff,,£yw|>i}
k

(17) 4- P{\ 2 aN,k(YN,k - EYN¡k) \ > e}
k

where

(Xk- EXk if   | as,k(Xk - EXk) \ = N-\

"'*      [0,    otherwise.

Note that the probability in (16) is either zero or one since it is the probability

of one constant exceeding another. Let BN = {\SN\ > 3s}, DN = {\aNik(Xk—EXk)\

> e for at least one k], EN = {\as¡k(Xk — EXk)\ > N~s for at least two values

of k], and FN = {\ l,kaNtkYN¡k\> 2e}. We claim that BN<=DNUENUFN or

equivalent^ that BCN => DCN n ECN O F¿. If co e ECN then YNtk(co) ¥= Xk(co) - EXk for

at most one value of k. If co is also in DCN that for all values of k we have

| aN,k(^k(cû) — EXk)\ = e; this holds in particular for that value of k (if any) for which

YN¡k ¥= Xk(co) — EXk. Thus for co e D¿¡ O ECN the sums SN(ca) and T,kaN¡k

YNtk(co) differ by at most e. If coeFcN also, (i.e. co e DCN n E£ n F^) then

| 2ZkaN¡kYNtk(co) | ^ 28 so | SN(co) | ^ 3s and co e B£. Thus P(BN)^P(DN)

+ P(EN) + P(FN). We see that (14) is an upper bound on P(DN), (15) is an

upper bound of P(EN), and the sum of (16) and (17) is an upper bound on

P(FN).

Our method of proof involves showing that each of the expressions (14), (15),

(16), and (17) tends to zero at a rate appropriate for the theorem in question.

Expression (13). For Theorems 1 and 2 we note that (14) is bounded by

2   L^iL    sup    (y'P{\Xk-EXk\>y})

=  CAT" [sup   sup (y'P{|Xk - EXk\> y})] .
L  k       y-ZCNK J

We remind the reader of our convention on the use of the constant C as stated

at the beginning of §2. As the reader will notice, C is used twice in the last ex-

pression above and takes on different values in the two places. Under an assump-

tion of Theorem 1 the quantity in square brackets in the last expression above

is bounded so (14) is 0(N~P). Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 and the

assumption ß = p/t, this same quantity in square brackets is o(l) so (14) is

o(N-p).

For Theorem 3 we note that
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(18) E flW-D—i 2 P{|fljf>k(Xà - £^)| > fi}

=   E Nßi'~1)~'' ■1ZFfrJLî)

aïf(M-l) E jyWt-1)-«-!
Af {(ÍV,i)|Af-l<£/|oN,7,|»ÍM}

(19) =   E [(FM - 1) - F(M)] E N#p-u-«-ie
M {(aMt)|«á|«w>lt|-S*f}

Now since e/AÍ £¡ |a»->t|/CA/_pwe see that there can be terms in the second

summation in (19) only if N z% [CM/e] 1/p . Since s/M g | aNfk | and

2fc| ajv,k| = CN", f°r fixed values of N and M there are at most CN'M/s pairs

(N, fc) over which the second summation in (19) is taken. Thus (19), and there-

fore (18), is bounded by

E [F(M-1)-F(M)]     E      hiliíijv«'-1)-*-1
M JV = 1 e

r [CMI ¿PI» -|
= C Z M'[F(M - 1) - F(M)]    M-'+1     E   JV«'-1'-1

M L N=l J

ÍCI M'[F(M - 1) - F(Af)] < ».
M

Note that if í = 1 then   ^icmi^vi»Nß(t-i)-i h approx¡mateiy \0g\CM/¿\llf

which is not bounded.

For Theorem 4 we use (11) and have

(20) EN"-1   E P{\ aNikiXk - EXk) | > fi}
N k

(21) ^        E       N"-1   E P{| a^LY* - FX*) | > £}
{iV|c<CiV-''} k

+  e *-« e ,^'y.

Since ß > 0 there are only a finite number of elements of the set {JV | e < CN~ß}.

The first term in (21) is then finite if 1,kP{\aNkiXk — EXk)\ > e} is finite for

each N. But this is bounded by

Z F
k

fy—V)   =   E F(M) Z 1
\|"iV,|[|   / M {k/M<c/\aN,k\¿M+l}

=   E iFiM) - FiM +1)] E 1
M {t|«/|ojf,fc|áM + l}

CM"
^ -  E [M -1-1] [f (M) - FiM + 1)] < oo ,

E M

In the above we used the fact that Zk\aN¡k\ z^ CN" to deduce that the number
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of members of the set {fc|e/]ajvifc| < M + 1} is bounded by CN"(M + l)/e. We

have shown that the first term in (21) is finite. We note that the second term in

(21) is bounded by

C       2

/• CO

C       x'\dG(x)\ <oo.
Jo

For Theorem 5 we have (20) bounded by

(22) 2 [F(M -1) - F(M)] 2
M {(N,k-)\d\aN,k\^M)

p-1

As we noted before, e/M < \aNk\ 5? CN~ß so that there can be terms in the

second summation above only if AT :£ [CM/e]llß.  Now (e/M)' <\aNrk\' and

2* | a*,*!'^ CAT" so that for fixed N and M there are at most CN~p(M/s)'

terms in {(N,k)\s/\aN¡k\< M}. Thus (22), and therefore (20), is bounded by

[CM/el'/ß

C 2 [F(M- 1) - F(M)]    2       M'N'1
M N = l

=  C 2 F(M - 1) - F(M)]M'logM

/• 00

= C       x'log+
Jo

x I dF(x) I < co .

Expression (15).    We note that (15) is bounded by

(23)    ííi"«ivl(ra)'í,(ix'-£x'i>i3í-
The hypotheses of each theorem are sufficient to guarantee y'F(y) ;£ M < oo for

all y > 0, and this insures a bound on the quantity in square brackets in (23).

Thus (23), and therefore (15), is bounded by

(24) (í|«W|'l«*)¡

As noted at the beginning of §2, for t = 1 we have

(25) 2 K^CN-«'-1^.
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We define

,„„ tp, in Theorems 1, 2, 4, and 5,
(26) p0 =  I

' ß(t — 1) — a,    in Theorem 3

and see that (24) is bounded by CN~2iPo~ö'\ If

Po
(27) 0 < 5 <

2i

then (24) and (15) are not only o(N~Po) but the summation on N of APo_1 times

the expression in (15) is finite.

Expression (16). We will show that (16) converges to zero at a large enough

rate by showing that 2ZkaNkEYNk converges to zero, so that (16) is zero for

sufficiently large values of N.

Theorems 1 and 2 cause the most trouble here. That which follows holds in

all five theorems provided í > 1. It is necessary to introduce X and use Holder's

Inequality only in Theorems 1 and 2 where nothing stronger than y'F(y) -* 0

as y -* co is available. We remind the reader that (i) y'F(y) = M < oo for all

y>0 implies that for each 0 < X<t — 1 the expression E\Xk — EXk\'~x is

uniformly bounded in k, and that (ii) for p > 1 and nonnegative real numbers

bk and ck we have Holder's Inequality:

(\ i/p / \ (p-i)/p
2 Kj     (Zcf0-1')

Setting bk = \aNtk\x"-1, ck = \aN<k\'((t-1-X)l('-1)), and p-(r-l)/A   we obtain

from (28),

ri«„r1a[ïi«wir,"l)cïi«wi,]l"w'i)
k

< CNaXI('~1)~Poii~m'~1))

where p0 was defined in (26). It follows that

(29)

| 2 aN>kEYNtk |  g   2 \aNtk\ Í (Xk - EXk(dP

loN.klXk-EXiOlSJV-"*

=   2
*N,k\ S (Xk - EXk)dP

\aN,k(Xk-EXk)\>N-a

è   2 \aN¡¡
lNS(t -A-l) EX, \t-xdP

(30)

.g CJV-ae-'-DE \aN,k\'-x
k

^ CN3<-'~X~v+'Vv-v-i'rt1 -Mí-1)

If we choose <5 so that
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(31) «5 < po/t - 1

then for sufficiently small values of X the exponent of N in (30) is negative. Thus

(30), and therefore 1ZkaNtkEYN k, converges to zero as N-*co.

We have yet to treat Theorems 4 and 5 when t = 1. In this case

|   2 aN,kEYNtk\   =   E \aNik\E\Xk-EXk\

/• 00

x\dFix)\ ->0.

Expression (17). For positive even integers v, Markov's Inequality (p. 158 of

[11]) gives

(32)

P{|E aN,kiYN¡k-EYN¡k)\ >E}
k

á^fiíS aN,kiYN,k-EYN>k)]

= 1  E    E Cwimy,-,maJÜ («»W
fc 1 2 fc = l

' Ei^Njek) ~ EYNj^k))   ,

where the first sum is taken over all integers a, b, my,---, ma+b such that 2 5j mk < t

for fe = l,»»»,a; t-—mk for fc = a + l,-,a + 6; Etm-. = v; and distinct sets

of integers {my,---,may_b} appear only once in the sum; the second sum is over

all one-to-one functions / mapping {l,---,a + b} into the positive integers; and

C(v) iniy,---,ma+b) is v\/Y[kmkx which is the coefficient of the term

Ylakt\iaN,mTkiYN,nky - EYNJ(k))mk in the expansion of [ ZkaNtkiYN,k - EYN<k)J.

Note that all the C(v\my, ■■-,ma+b) are bounded by a constant depending on v

but not on N or the aNJc's. Note also that EiYNJ(k) — EYNJÍk))x = 0 so any term

involving an exponent one is omitted in the above expansion.

Not having a fth moment available in Theorems 1 and 2 again causes a little

trouble. We deal with expression (32) under the assumption t > 1. We remember

that the assumptions of each theorem guarantee that when t > 1, the moments

E | Xk — EXk | ' ~A are uniformly bounded in k for each fixed X with 0 < Xfit — l.

We note that this implies a uniform bound in both N and k for the moments

F | YNjk — EYN ,k\'~x provided X is fixed and satisfies 0 < Xzit — l.

Let 10 be the largest integer strictly less than   t. If I = kz%.a then

I iaN,nk)TkEi YNtfik) - E YNjm)m" |

^ | aNjm | [max | aN,k\ J*" ' [sup F | YSik - EYN,k \'° + 1].
k N.k

Remembering the definition of YNtk and requiring 0< Xz^t — 1 we see that if

a + l<fc<a + b then
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(34) \(aN,mTkE(YNJik) - EYNjmT-1

=  K/WrA|>up£| Ys,k - EYNik\'~x+ I]
N.k

[ sup|aWil| \YN¡k(co)-EYN¡k\]
ta.N.k

mk-t+X

t-XM-5(mk-t + X)
= C\as,m\-XN

where C depends on v but not on N and k. From (33) and (34) it follows that

(32) is bounded by

c 2   2   n K,/m|[maxK.*|]
1        2     k=l k

mk-l

(35)

• n K,(*)rAA^<""-'+A>
k=a+l

< C   V    AJ~ß(mi +"' +m« — a)-<5(m..+ i +... +m„ + b— fcf + i>A)

1

a a + ft

■ 2 n i a»./») i n K,/«rA
2      fc = l fc=a+l

< r1   y    M~^mi +---+m»— B)-i(v-mi —...—mi—H + M)

1

•   7VatIJVî'[<,'l/(,-1)-''o(l-A/((-l))]

where p0 was defined in (26) and the constant C depends on v but not on AT. In

the last inequality we used

a a + b

s n i «*./(*) i n i «»./m r~*
2     fc = l k=a+l

= [2 1^1]" [2 w]'

and (29).

There are only a finite number of terms (the number depending on v but not

depending on A) in 2^ We will show that by appropriate choices of v, X, and

ô all terms are less than or equal to 0(N~Z ) with x > p0. This will be sufficient

to complete the proofs of all five theorems (except for the case t = 1 in Theorems

4 and 5) provided the various conditions put on v, X, and <5 here and conditions

(27) and (31) can be satisfied simultaneously. We rewrite the exponent of a single

term in  2t of (35) as

(36)

■ß(mi + "2+m'  -a)  -  ((ß-2S)m> + -2+m°  -««)

- bp0 - <5v 4- b (8(t-X) + Xi"t+_Pio)} .
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Since m¡ ̂  2 for all i we see that (mi + ••• + nnf)/2 — a. It follows that the first

two terms in (36) are nonpositive (remember the hypothesis a < ß) provided

(37) ¿g^ min {/?,/?-a}.

If b = 0, then choosing

(38) v > §
o

is sufficient to make (36) < — p0. Notice that since mi = t for i = a + 1, •••, a + b

we have bt ^ v. We rewrite the last three terms of (36) as

-Po-ib-l)(p0-dit-X)-X (-^f^)

-'((.-•♦«-JP»
We can make (39) less than — p0 by taking

(40) 0<<5 = 2l'

(41) ¿<min(r,    £^-=4)
J I       2(a + pQ)\

(42) v ^ 3i,

<5r(r - 1)
(43) X <

-    a + p0

Thus we are done (except for the case t = 1 in Theorems 4 and 5) provided we can

simultaneously satisfy (27), (31), (37), (38), (40), (41), (42), and (43). First choose

5 to satisfy (27) and (31), (37), and (40). These four conditions do not involve

X or v. Next choose v to satisfy (38) and (42). These two conditions do not involve

X. Finally choose X so as to satisfy (41) and (43).

The proof for the case t = 1 uses the uniformity of a bound on ith moments

and holds for Theorems 4 and 5. In this case we get (32) bounded by

ntk-l

(44)

C E E fi I «",/(*) | [max | a^p
1      2  k = l k

a + b

n\n \'M-ty»>k-»
\aN,f(k)\ IV

fc=a+l

<C   E   lyT~P(mi+— +ma-a)-»(ma1.í+...+m  +&-&0

1

a a + b

■s n K,/(*)i n i«»./<*>p
2      *=1 k=a+l

<;   Q   V   iy-/J(mi+...+m„-o)-Ä(v-mi-...-m„-6t)iuotIjy ~*P0
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The exponent in (44) can be rewritten as

- ß(mi + ': + m°-a)  -  fo-2ô)m> + ': + m'-a«)
(45) \ 2 /        \ 2 /

-ô(v-bt)-bp0.

If 0 < Ô = ¿min{/?,/? — a} and v > max{r,p0/<>}, then the first two terms above

are always nonpositive, the third term is less than — p0 when o = 0, the third

term is negative when b = 1, and the fourth term is always nonpositive. Thus

(45) is always less than  — p0.

4. Relationships between these results and results in the literature. Although

Theorems 4 and 5 are, in a sense, considerably stronger than Theorem 3, two

known results can be obtained as corollaries to Theorem 3 by specializing the

constant / and the constants a and ß from (1) and (2). Pruitt [4] has proved for

independent and identically distributed random variables.

Theorem (Pruitt). // 2Zk\aN¿\ — M, maxt|aNk| ^ 0(n~', y > 0, and

£|Xik|1 + 1/l'< oo, then SN-*0 almost everywhere.

If we set t = 1 + 1/y, a = 0, and ß = y, then we have the conditions of Pruitt's

theorem. In this case the result of Theorem 3 from (10) is (since ß(t — 1) — a — 1 = 0)

2 P {| SN | > s} < oo for every e > 0
N

which implies SN-*0 a.e. Thus Theorem 3 contains Pruitt's theorem. For in-

dependent and identically distributed random variables Baum and Katz have

proved (see part of Theorem 3 of [8] and [9])

Theorem (Baum and Katz). If t> 1, r > 1, 4_ < r/t ^ 1, and E\Xk\'< so,

then for every e > 0

2 AT-2 P{I   S iXk - EXk)   > Nr"s\ <oo.

If we leave t fixed and set a = 1 — r/t and ß = r/t, then in order to use Theorem

3 we need ß(t — 1) — a > 0 and a < ß. But these two conditions are equivalent

to the conditions r > 1 and \ < r/t in the above theorem. Applying Theorem 3

gives the conclusion of the theorem above.

Baum and Katz have the equivalent of the above theorem (see Theorem 1 of

[9]). when 1 = t < 2 and r = 1. This does not follow from our Theorem 3 since

we would have to leave / fixed and set a = 1 — 1/r and ß = 1/r in order to apply

Theorem 3. This however gives ß(t — 1) — a = 0 contradicting the hypothesis

ß(t - 1) - a > 0 of Theorem 3.

Part of Theorem 4 of Baum and Katz [9] is implied by our Theorem 2. Baum

and Katz proved
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Theorem (Baum and Katz). // x = 0, then the following two statements

are equivalent:

(a) nr + 1P{\Xk\>n}-+0 and    f       xdP{Xk = x} -► 0,

\x\<n

(b) ntP{|Xi + ". + Xn|>nfi} -> 0 for each e>0.

If we set a = 0, ß = 1, and f = t 4- 1 in Theorem 2, then we see that Theorem 2

contains "(a) implies (b)" in the above theorem when x > 0. This follows since

p 3; ßit — 1) — a and since for x > 1 (a) above implies EXk = 0.

We have not worked on the cases when / < 1 as have Baum and Katz in parts

of [8] and [9].

The work done here would appear to give a different type of result from that

obtained by Jamison, Orey, and Pruitt in [3]. A particular type of weight was

used in [3] and the authors restricted themselves to the laws of large numbers

without rates of convergence.

5. Concluding remarks. It would be interesting to know whether or not the

theorems stated here are optimal in some sense. Pruitt [4 shows that his theorem,

stated in the preceeding section, is sharp in the sense that for every y > 0 there is a

set of coefficients {aNk} satisfying max..|a»^..| = 0(n~r) such that SN->0 a.e.

implies £|XJt|1 + 1/)'< oo. One would hope to obtain the same type of sharpness

here, especially for Theorem 3 and 5.

If one guarantees only the existence of some moment E\X\' with t < 1, then EX

may not exist and there is no sequence {bN} such that one can guarantee the

convergence of

to zero. Thus, in a sense, the law of large numbers does not hold (so convergence

rates for the law of large numbers make no sense) when t < 1. However, using

different weights Baum and Katz obtain, for values of t < 1, results similar to

those mentioned in the preceeding section (see Theorem 4 of [8] and the last

half of Theorem 3 of [9]). For completeness, the case t SI should be thoroughly

treated for the coefficient sequences {aNk} considered here.

Though considerable machinery was required to obtain the results obtained

here (and in most of the cited references for that matter), the results obtained are

in one sense very crude. The result of Theorem 1, for example, states that

JP{ | »Sjv j >e} ;g CN~P. While asymptotically the constant C does not matter,

the statistician wishing to use the theorem has at present no way of estimating C.

What are needed here are results of the type obtained by Blackwell and Hodges

[12] for lattice valued random variables except that a strict upper bound is needed

on the absolute value of the error term.
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